President Abdelaziz Bouteflika, Algt~ria
(U.N. General Assembly, Sept. 20, 1999)

"[I] nterference can only occur with the
consent of the state concerned."
"We do not deny the right of northern
hemisphere public opinion to denounce the
breaches of human rights where they occur.
"Furthermore, we do not deny that the
United Nations has the right and duty to he]p
suffering humanity.
"But we remain extremely sensitive to any
undermining of our sovereignty, not only
because sovereignty is our last defense against
the rules of an unequal world, but because we
are not taking part in the decisionmaking
process of the Security Council."
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SecretarY General Kofi Annan
(U.l'L General Assembly, Sept. 20, 1999)
Ci

Countries will no longer be able to hide
behind protestations of national sovereignty
when they flagrantly violate the rights of
citizens.
"Nothing in the Charter precludes a
recognition that there are rights beyond
borders."
"This developing international norm in
favor of intervention to protect civilians from
wholesale slaughter will no doubt continue to
pose profound challenges to the international
community."
"In response to this turbulent era of crises
and interventions, there are those who have
suggested that the Charter itself - with its roots
in the aftennath of global interstate war - is illsuited to guide us in a world of ethnic wars and
intrastate violence. I believe they are wrong."
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Secretary General Kofi Annan
(U.N. General Assembly, Sept. 20, 1999)
Countries will no longer be able to hide
behind protestations of national sovereignty
when they flagrantly violate the rights of
citizens.
"Nothing in the Charter precludes a
recognition that there- are rights beyond

borders."
"This developing international norm in

favor of intervention to protect civilians from
wholesale slaughter will no doubt continue to
pose profound challenges to the international
community."
"In response to this turbulent era of crises
and interventions, there are those who have
suggested that the Charter itself- with its roots
in the aftermath of global interstate war - is illsuited to guide us in a world of ethnic wars and
intrastate violence. I believe they are wrong."
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President Abdelaziz Bouteflika, Algeria
(U.N. General Assembly, Sept. 20, 1999)

"[IJnterference can only occur with the
consent of the state concerned. "
"We do not deny the right of northern .
hemisphere public opinion to denounce the
breaches of human rights where they occur.
"Furthermore, we do not deny that the
United Nations has the right and duty to help
suffering humanity.
"But we remain extremely sensitive to any
undermining of our sovereignty, not only
because sovereignty is our. last defense against
the rules of an unequal world, but because we
are not taking part in the decisionmaking
process o.f the Security Council."
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Louis Henkin:
"Proponents of unilateral humanitarian
intervention have asserted an analogy to a
neighbor's intervention to prevent gross child
abuse. But state neighbors cannot be trusted,
and the risks and costs of permitting them to
intrude are too great. State neighbors do not in
fact intervene to safeguard human rights, though
they may sometimes use that pretext ....
"In international political life, a neighbor
aware of gross human rights violations should
call the police - the Security Council ....
"The principles of the [UN] Charter against
unauthorized unilateral uses of force even
against states guilty of consistent patterns of
gross human rights violations .must be
. reaffirmed."
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